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Adrian's Vengeance Raven Scott 2021-02-18 I'll kidnap her before she says I do.ADRIANShe's sweet, innocent, beautiful, and she's going to be mine no matter what.Mafia princess Marzia De Luca made me a promise when we were children.She broke that promise. Now it's time to
teach her a lesson.Marzia thinks she's going to celebrate her arranged marriage at a masked ball.But this party is the perfect opportunity for me to kidnap her.It's time for me to show her that my love... means pain.MARZIASince I was a little girl, I've been in love with him - dark,
twisted, menacingly handsome Adrian Bernardi.But my father, the mafia don, decided I'd marry someone else.Except I don't want to marry the other man. I only want Adrian.I pray for help, asking Adrian to save me.But saving me means taking everything from me.Adrian's
Vengeance is the first book of the Mafia Heirs series. Adrian and Marzia's story begins in Broken Promises. This is a dark mafia romance.
His Doll Isabella Starling 2016-12-02 How does that make you feel, doll? JACOB Don't fall for the patient. Don't fall for the pretty, broken, sweet little doll sitting across from you in the office. Don't fall for her lies. Don't fall for her looks. Most of all, don't fall for her deliciously broken
mind. But life keeps throwing Alice at me, and her naturally submissive nature makes her such easy prey... And after all, the broken ones are the most fun to train. ALICE Jacob Hawke can only ever be a crush. He's been my therapist for years. Now, my mother wants me to live
with him while she chases her dream job in another state. Mr. Hawke has been trying to put me back together for a long time now. Maybe he was supposed to break me all along. Full-length novel. Standalone, no cliffhanger. HEA guaranteed.
Isabella: Girl in Charge Jennifer Fosberry 2020-08 Just how high can a little girl dream?A big event has Isabella ready to go at the crack of dawn. But that's a motion her parents are not likely to pass. After a two-to-one vote, it's decided that some things need to happen first-like
eating breakfast and brushing her teeth!If her family is going to work like a democracy, Isabella knows what she has to do; call an assembly and campaign her way out the doorTaking inspiration from the women who trail blazed their way onto the political map of America, Isabella
celebrates the women who were first to hold their offices. And if Isabella can get her parents out the door, she might just witness the first woman voted into the highest position of all...
Not Bad for a Girl Isabella Taves 1972 An eleven-year-old girl playing for a little league baseball team experiences hatred and abuse from adults whose traditional thinking reserves baseball for boys.
Isabella of Castile Shirin Yim Bridges 2012-06-30
Lady Isabella’s Ogre Emily Larkin 2017-12-05 She’s one of London’s beauties ... He's London's ogre. Lady Isabella Knox enjoys her independence. She collects strays—dogs, kittens, runaway brides—but she has no intention of collecting a husband. Major Nicholas Reynolds
returned from the Battle of Waterloo a hero. He’s had enough of soldiering; all he wants now is a bride ... but his scarred face sends young ladies fleeing. When a slip of her tongue brands the major an ogre, his chances of marriage disintegrate. Determined to put things to rights,
Isabella sets out to revive the major’s marriage prospects. How better than for the two of them to indulge in a make-believe flirtation? They both know it’s not real, so where’s the danger? But Isabella is soon in over her head—and so is Major Reynolds. "This story has it all: damsels
in distress, villains, heroes, romance, suspense, mistakes & misunderstandings, all wrapped up in one cannot-put-it-down story." ~ Goodreads reviewer (Lady Isabella’s Ogre is a new version of Beauty and the Scarred Hero, which was published under the penname Emily May. The
last few chapters have been rewritten. Some things are the same, some are different...)
Christmas Captive Isabella Starling 2020-12-09 You're on Mr. Kline's naughty list.GRAYSONMoney means power. Power means getting everything I want.And I want Amicia. The unforgettable exotic dancer is offering herself for sale to make money.I don't care how much I have to
pay to own her.All I care about is making her mine.But Amicia has a dark secret... one that will destroy us both before we get our happy ending.AMICIAGrayson Kline is rich, handsome, and the city's most eligible bachelor.He's also the man who just bought me. He owns me for
twenty-four days.On Christmas morning, I'll be free.My only rule?I can't fall for the billionaire who holds me captive...Christmas Captive is a STANDALONE, holiday themed full-length romance novel from USA Today bestselling author Isabella Starling.
Roses for Isabella Diana Cohn 2011 This morning, Cotacachi, the volcano that watches over my village, is veiled in clouds of white, as soft as the wool my grandfather spins. After breakfast, I get ready to walk to school. Mama weaves my hair into a long braid and ties it with a
brightly colored ribbon. Papa watches me put my writing book into my schoolbag. He says with a big smile, "Isabella, you are our family's first writer." Roses for Isabella invites us to experience life in Ecuador through the eyes of a young girl who keeps a journal and loves to write.
We learn about Isabella's parents who work on one of the hundreds of farms growing beautiful roses that are sold all over the world. But not all of these farms are fair to workers and kind to the earth. Through Isabella, we learn how her family's life changes for the better when her
parents find work at a Fair Trade farm. Written by award-winning author, Diana Cohn and brilliantly illustrated by award-winning artist Amy C rdova, Roses for Isabella will touch the hearts of children and parents, as well as introduce them to the cultural traditions of Ecuador and the
importance of making choices that support Fair Trade products.
After Isabella Rosie Fiore 2017-01-01 'Both heartwarming and sad, it's an insightful, thought-provoking glimpse into female friendships, love and loyalty.' Julie Cohen 'After Isabella is a beautiful, absorbing novel that deals with the issues at the very heart of what it means to be a
woman.' Tracy Buchanan 'I was lost in this powerful, poignant tale.' Amanda Prowse When Esther's childhood best friend Isabella dies of cancer, she is devastated. Years later, she is brought together with Isabella's sister Sally, who cared for Isabella in her last days, and who
subsequently nursed their mother through years of dementia. English professor Esther sees shy, innocent Sally emerge from a life of isolation and loneliness. But as Esther herself suffers blow after blow, and sees her carefully ordered life collapse around her, she is forced to
contemplate the notion of friendship and trust. Do the ones we hold dearest always have our best interests at heart?
The Englishwoman in America Isabella Lucy Bird 2007 The English traveler explores New England and the Mid-west, commenting on social mores and politics.
Isabella: Girl on the Go Jennifer Fosberry 2012-02-21 A New York Times Bestseller! Isabella:Girl on the Go is the perfect book choice when looking for on the go books for kids, kids books on geography, or empowering stories for little girls and boys! Isabella's and her dreams are
turning an ordinary backyard into an extraordinary adventure! A must-read for lovers of the Isabella series: My Name is not Isabella, Isabella: Star of the Story, Isabella: Girl in Charge, and My Name is not Alexander. The precocious, purple-haired traveler spends the day playing
with her dad as she pretends everyday things (like the sandbox) are extraordinary places. Isabella ends the day in her own home-sweet-home, the most wonderful place to be. Travel around the world to places like: Pyramids of Giza Eiffel Tower Great Wall of China Chichen Itza Big
Ben Statue of Liberty
Isabella Rockwell's War Hannah Parry 2012-09-01 Isabella Rockwell finds herself orphaned and alone on the frozen streets of London. She can't shake the feeling that not only is she is being threatened, but the throne of England itself is in peril.
My Name Is Not Alexander Jennifer Fosberry 2011-03-08 A New York Times Bestseller! Just How Big Can a Little Boy Dream? Who is your hero? Alexander takes a rip-roaring historical adventure! Through his imaginative journey, Alexander discovers how great men become
heroes: the roughest rider can be surprisingly gentle, a strong leader is also the most peaceful, and sometimes, being brave about what makes you different will not only help you break records, but inspire others. Join Alexander as he learns how these remarkable men changed the
world and encouraged him to find the hero within himself. "Clever text and exuberant illustrations makes this book a perfect way to introduce kids to historical figures."—Deborah Underwood, New York Times bestselling author of The Quiet Book Recognition for My Name Is Not
Isabella: National Parenting Publications Gold Award Gold Moonbeam Children's Book Award Silver ForeWord Book of the Year Award for Picture Boo
Don’t Push the Button! Bill Cotter 2013-11 There's only one rule in Larry's book: don't push the button. (Seriously, don't even think about it!) Even if it does look kind of nice, you must never push the button. Who knows what would happen? Okay, quick. No one is looking... push the
button. Uh, oh.
Isabella: Artist Extraordinaire Jennifer Fosberry 2019-05-07 The plucky, purple-haired Isabella, star of the New York Times bestselling picture book series, is back and her imagination is turning her life into a wondrous work of art! In how many colors can a little girl dream? When
Isabella has a day off from school, her parents suggest going somewhere special. Isabella knows that home is special, but she humors them anyway and begins to imagine places they could go, turning to some of history's most famous artists for inspiration. Perhaps they could go
to The Boating Party, see Dancers In Blue, or admire The Starry Night. But can Isabella paint pictures inspiring enough to show her parents that home is actually the most wondrous place of all? Isabella: Artist Extraordinaire is the perfect gift if you're searching for artist books for
children, kid artists books, or famous artist books for kids. Surprise your child with a new beloved book for birthdays, holidays, graduations, and more!
Isabella: Star of the Story Jennifer Fosberry 2020-04-15 Every day is an adventure with Isabella! An everyday visit to the library becomes an unexpected adventure through the pages of classic children's book favorites! Like Goldilocks, Isabella searches for a book that is juuust
right. Should she host a silly tea party in Wonderland with the Mad Hatter? Take a Technicolor trip through Oz with the Cowardly Lion? Or have a swashbuckling good time with the Lost Boys? Join Isabella as she imagines herself in the starring role of these beloved stories and
discovers the extraordinary power of reading. Anything is possible between the pages of a good book!
Isabella Girl in Charge Jennifer Fosberry 2016-10-01
Pin-Up Girls Isabella Alston 2014 The image most indelibly linked to the term Pin-Up Girl is a busty, long-legged, beautiful woman posing provocatively on calendars, posters, and in magazines primarily during the World War II years, most often in the U.S. military's Yank magazine.
These images make up the quintessential and most recognizable Pin-Up Girls, although they are only representative of a specific era in pin-up history. The Pin-Up Girl has actually been around since the late 19th century. The pin-up genre ran the gambit, both in art and
photography, from simply the image of a glamorous and beautiful woman to what was considered quite risqu• before the swinging sixties--total nudity. Many Pin-Up Girls made a mark for themselves later as models or actresses, but the launching pad of their careers was a growing
market for these "cheesecake" images. Today, sex and nudity are no longer taboo. In the midst of the blatant exhibitionism we find ourselves surrounded by today, the discretion of pin-up is a welcome respite as well as a comforting recollection of years gone by. We invite you to
take a stroll down memory lane and enjoy a more innocent time.
Following Isabella (Responsibility Children's Book)
Peep Show Isabella Starling 2018-01-23 Voyeur, noun A person who gains pleasure from watching others naked. My name is Miles Reilly. I'm a photographer. An agoraphobic. A womanizer. I'm confined to my apartment. I don't leave. Ever. Her name is Bebe Hall. She's a
heartbreaker. She's the it girl of the moment, a party girl nobody can stop in her path of self-destruction. Bebe Hall isn't just the star of her own story. She's the star of mine, too. Our story begins when she sees me pressing a naked girl against the window of my penthouse

apartment. But it really kicks off when Bebe shows me just how dirty she is. Because she doesn't look away. Oh, no. Bebe wants a peep show. And I'm going to give her something worth watching. USA Today bestselling author Isabella Starling presents a new dark contemporary
standalone romance.
The Fairy Garden Georgia Buckthorn 2022-04-05 The Fairy Garden is a delightful story of a young girl who finds fairies in her garden, who deliver a message to her about protecting their habitat
Golem Girl Riva Lehrer 2020-10-06 The vividly told, gloriously illustrated memoir of an artist born with disabilities who searches for freedom and connection in a society afraid of strange bodies “Golem Girl is luminous; a profound portrait of the artist as a young—and
mature—woman; an unflinching social history of disability over the last six decades; and a hymn to life, love, family, and spirit.”—David Mitchell, author of Cloud Atlas WINNER OF THE BARBELLION PRIZE • FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FOR
AUTOBIOGRAPHY • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS What do we sacrifice in the pursuit of normalcy? And what becomes possible when we embrace monstrosity? Can we envision a world that sees impossible creatures? In 1958,
amongst the children born with spina bifida is Riva Lehrer. At the time, most such children are not expected to survive. Her parents and doctors are determined to "fix" her, sending the message over and over again that she is broken. That she will never have a job, a romantic
relationship, or an independent life. Enduring countless medical interventions, Riva tries her best to be a good girl and a good patient in the quest to be cured. Everything changes when, as an adult, Riva is invited to join a group of artists, writers, and performers who are building
Disability Culture. Their work is daring, edgy, funny, and dark—it rejects tropes that define disabled people as pathetic, frightening, or worthless. They insist that disability is an opportunity for creativity and resistance. Emboldened, Riva asks if she can paint their portraits—inventing
an intimate and collaborative process that will transform the way she sees herself, others, and the world. Each portrait story begins to transform the myths she’s been told her whole life about her body, her sexuality, and other measures of normal. Written with the vivid, cinematic
prose of a visual artist, and the love and playfulness that defines all of Riva's work, Golem Girl is an extraordinary story of tenacity and creativity. With the author's magnificent portraits featured throughout, this memoir invites us to stretch ourselves toward a world where bodies flow
between all possible forms of what it is to be human. “Not your typical memoir about ‘what it’s like to be disabled in a non-disabled world’ . . . Lehrer tells her stories about becoming the monster she was always meant to be: glorious, defiant, unbound, and voracious. Read it!”—Alice
Wong, founder and director, Disability Visibility Project
Top Girls Caryl Churchill 2018-02-22 Marlene thinks the eighties are going to be stupendous. Her sister Joyce has her doubts. Her daughter Angie is just frightened. Since its premiere in 1982, Top Girls has become a seminal play of the modern theatre. Set during a period of British
politics dominated by the presence of the newly elected Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, Churchill's play prompts us to question our notions of women's success and solidarity. Its sharp look at the society and politics of the 1980s is combined with a timeless examination of
women's choices and restrictions regarding career and family. This new Student Edition features an introduction by Sophie Bush, Senior Lecturer at Sheffield Hallam University, UK prepared with the contemporary student in mind. METHUEN DRAMA STUDENT EDITIONS are
expertly annotated texts of a wide range of plays from the modern and classic repertoires. A well as the complete text of the play itself, this volume contains: · A chronology of the play and the playwright's life and work · an introductory discussion of the social, political, cultural and
economic context in which the play was originally conceived and created · a succinct overview of the creation processes followed and subsequent performance history of the piece · an analysis of, and commentary on, some of the major themes and specific issues addressed by the
text · a bibliography of suggested primary and secondary materials for further study.
The Cipher Isabella Maldonado 2020-09-15 To a cunning serial killer, she was the one that got away. Until now... FBI Special Agent Nina Guerrera escaped a serial killer's trap at sixteen. Years later, when she's jumped in a Virginia park, a video of the attack goes viral. Legions of
new fans are not the only ones impressed with her fighting skills. The man who abducted her eleven years ago is watching. Determined to reclaim his lost prize, he commits a grisly murder designed to pull her into the investigation...but his games are just beginning. And he's using
the internet to invite the public to play along. His coded riddles may have made him a depraved social media superstar--an enigmatic cyber-ghost dubbed "the Cipher"--but to Nina he's a monster who preys on the vulnerable. Partnered with the FBI's preeminent mind hunter, Dr.
Jeffrey Wade, who is haunted by his own past, Nina tracks the predator across the country. Clue by clue, victim by victim, Nina races to stop a deadly killer while the world watches.
You're History Lesley Chow 2021-03-09 Raucous, sensual and sublime: how twelve pioneering female artists rewrote the rules of pop. From Kate Bush to Nicki Minaj, from Janet Jackson to TLC and Taylor Swift, pop's greatest female pioneers are simply strange: smashing notions
of taste and decorum, and replacing them with new ideals of pleasure. Instead of rehashing biographies, Lesley Chow dives deep into the music of these groundbreaking performers, identifying the ecstatic moments in their songs and finding out what makes them unique. You're
History is a love letter to pop's most singular achievements, celebrating the innovations of women who are still critically underrated. It's a ride that includes tributes to Chaka Khan, Rihanna, Neneh Cherry, Sade, Shakespears Sister, Azealia Banks, and many more... “The slim, sharp
book considers a range of female artists from Janet Jackson and Taylor Swift to TLC and Nicki Minaj, a group that the Australian cultural critic Chow views as ‘outliers, marking moments where the culture might have swerved to incorporate their influence, but somehow contrived not
to.’” — New York Times summer reads
Girls in White Dresses Jennifer Close 2012-08-09 Ever feel like everyone but you has their life under control? Isabella, Mary and Lauren feel like everyone they know has a plan, a good job, and a nice boyfriend. Isabella, on the other hand, thinks she might hate her own boyfriend,
Mary is working so hard she's hoping to get hit by a car just so she can have some time off work and Lauren is dating a man who can't spell her first name. All three of them have been friends since college, and now - more than ever - they need each other, as they struggle through
those thrilling, bewildering, what-on-earth-am-I-doing years when everyone else is getting married and they're just getting drunk.
Measure for Measure William Shakespeare 1991-06-27 Since the rediscovery of Elizabethan stage conditions early this century, admiration for Measure for Measure has steadily risen. It is now a favorite with the critics and has attracted widely different styles of performance. At one
extreme the play is seen as a religious allegory, at the other it has been interpreted as a comedy protesting against power and privilege. Brian Gibbons focuses on the unique tragi-comic experience of watching the play, the intensity and excitement offered by its dramatic rhythm,
the reversals and surprises that shock the audience even to the end. The introduction describes the play's critical reception and stage history and how these have varied according to prevailing social, moral and religious issues, which were highly sensitive when Measure for
Measure was written, and have remained so to the present day.
Isabella's Shoe Studio Violet Lemay 2013-09-01 Isabella is a smart and funny seven-year-old girl who dreams of becoming a famous shoe designer. She talks all about her artistic family while showing her absolute love for shoes. But that's not all; Isabella invites young artists not
only to read the story, but also to doodle tons of fun stuff and create their own art. With a list of “Cool New Words” and a list of resources for places where readers can donate shoes and help people in need, this book is a perfect fit for girls with artistic dreams and charitable goals.
Combining a fun and quirky narrative with creative doodles and activities, this interactive storybook is sure to keep stylish little artists busy for hours.
Social Creature Tara Isabella Burton 2018 "Part THE TALENTED MR. RIPLEY, part Bret Easton Ellis's THE RULES OF ATTRACTION, about a small-town girl trying to survive in New York and become part of the city's literati, who forms an intense friendship with a troubled
socialite, leading to extreme consequences"-The Worst Thing about My Sister Jacqueline Wilson 2013-01-07 Marty and her sister Melissa couldn't be more different. Marty loves her Converse trainers, playing football, hiding in her secret den and helping her dad with his DIY. But Melissa loves Justin Bieber and all things pink,
girly and pretty. The sisters can manage to live together, despite their occasional scraps but then Mum tells them they have to share a room. For Marty, having to share her bunk beds and lose her private sanctuary turns out to be the very worst thing about having a sister. But the
girls soon discover that being too close for comfort can have unexpected consequences, and when an accident happens, the sisters realise they are closer than they thought.
The Spanish Girl Jules Hayes 2021-03-15 'A splendid story of heartbreaking consequences and ambition during the Spanish Civil War... A recommended read' Glynis Peters, bestselling author of The Secret Orphan *** A country torn apart by war. Two love stories divided by
decades. One chance to discover the truth... Feisty journalist Isabella has never known the truth about her family. Escaping from a dangerous assignment in the turbulent Basque country, she finds her world turned upside down, firstly by her irresistible attraction to the mysterious
Rafael, and then by a new clue to her own past. As she begins to unravel the tangled story of her identity, Isabella uncovers a story of passion, betrayal and loss that reaches back to the dark days of Spain's civil war - when a passionate Spanish girl risked everything for her
country, and for the young British rebel who captured her heart. But can Isabella trust the man she's fallen in love with? Or are some wartime secrets better left undisturbed...? Heartbreaking, gripping historical fiction about the tragedy of war, and the redemption of love. Perfect for
fans of Angela Petch's The Tuscan Secret and Kathryn Hughes' The Letter. *** Praise for The Spanish Girl: 'An outstanding read... Epic, personal, intimate and beautifully written' Lizzie Page, author of The Forgotten Girls 'A compelling tale of friendship, love and loss. Impeccably
researched, the story is full of surprises' Rhiannon Ward, author of The Quickening 'A fabulous read of love, loss, loyalty and bravery set against the fascinating backdrop of the Spanish War. I was engrossed from the start and a must read for fans of dual timeline women's fiction'
Suzanne Fortin, author of The Forgotten Life of Arthur Pettinger
The Girl of Ink & Stars Kiran Millwood Hargrave 2016-05-05 When Isabella's friend disappears, she volunteers to guide the search party. As a mapmaker's daughter, she's equipped with elaborate ink maps and knowledge of the stars, eager to navigate the island's forgotten heart.
But beneath the mountains a legendary fire demon awakens, and her journey is fraught with danger ...
Isabella: Girl on the Go Jennifer Fosberry 2012-02-01 New York Times Bestseller! The precocious, purple-haired traveler spends the day playing with her dad as she pretends everyday things (like the sandbox) are extraordinary places. Isabella ends the day in her own home-sweethome, the most wonderful place to be. Travel around the world to places like: •Pyramids of Giza •Eiffel Tower •Great Wall of China •Chichen Itza •Big Ben •Statue of Liberty
Isabella Colin Falconer 2015-04-21 Obey your husband. Make him love you. This is your duty to me and to France. With these words, King Philippe of France sent Princess Isabella to marry the dashing King Edward of England. She's determined to fulfill her father's injunction, but
once wed, the young queen quickly abandons her romantic illusions: her husband has a secret, one that will stand between them and threatens to plunge England into civil war. As lonely Isabella grows into womanhood amid the deadly maelstrom of Edward's court, she rises above
her despair and uses her clever mind and political acumen to unite the country. But when tensions with France rise, the young queen faces an impossible choice. From bestselling author Colin Falconer comes the little-known story of a queen who took control of her destiny--and the
throne.
Isabella's Dance Dream Shayla Gregory 2020-05-30 Isabella's Dance Dream is a short story about a young girl who loves to dance. Isabella will take you on a journey as she twirls her way to center stage!
Isabella Yahiya Emerick 1996-06-01 A rewritten and expanded telling of M. Saeed Dehlvi's classic tale of a young girl who finds Islam--and danger--amidst the harrowing religious conflicts of medieval Muslim Spain. Experience first hand what life was like in the splendid city of
Cordoba, Spain. See through the eyes of Isabella as she struggles with her father's Christian beliefs and finds tht life is not always as easy as people think.
My Name Is Not Isabella Jennifer Fosberry 2010-09-01 New York Times Bestseller! Just How Big Can a Little Girl Dream? Ask Isabella... She takes a wild ride-and discovers the sky's the limit! "This story...speaks frankly about self-identity and self affirmation as Isabella decides at
the end that she is actually herself...because she possesses the best parts of all of the women she looks up to." -ForeWord Magazine "The colorful mixed-media artwork reinforces the fanciful, upbeat tone of the book. Use this story to ignite young readers' interest in women's
history." -School Library Journal Who Is Your Hero? Isabella's include U.S. Astronaut Sally Ride, activist Rosa Parks, and sharpshooter Annie Oakley-but there's no bigger hero than Isabella's own mommy! Join Isabella on an adventure of discovery-and find out how imagining to be
these extraordinary women teaches her the importance of being her extraordinary self. A rollicking read-aloud and terrific "read-to-myself" story, My Name Is Not Isabella is capturing hearts and awards, including: Silver ForeWord Book of the Year Award for Picture Books Gold
Moonbeam Children's Book Award Gold Independent Publisher Book Award Amelia Bloomer List Jennifer Fosberry is a science geek turned children's book writer. Until recently, she worked as a project manager in Silicon Valley in the high-tech electronic field. She currently divides
her time between the San Francisco Bay Area and Costa Rica with her husband and three children. Mike Litwin combines a variety of media to create scenes that serve the imagination and education of women. A graduate of the East Carolina University School of Art and Design,
he plays both designer and illustrator with an often wacky, always delightful style that uniquely blends playful innocence with devilish mischief. Illustrating and telling stories for children is his passion, his entertainment, and his dream. He currently lives in Greenville, North Carolina,

with his wife and three daughters.
Daddy's Girl Isabella Starling 2017-02-12 Every brat needs a Daddy. LAW I'm a very, very bad man. A monster sweet, innocent little Lily should run away from. She should know I only want to steal her. Take everything that matters to her and take it away. I've been watching her,
wanting her. Now, I'm going to take her. And I won't rest until her pretty little mouth utters the word I want to hear from her lips. Daddy. LILY He's kidnapped me. Locked me away. He's done awful things to me. So why does every part of me want to beg him to keep going? I want
him to hurt me. I want him to love me. I want him to take care of me. I want him to be my Daddy. Full-length dark romance novel. Standalone, no cliffhanger, no cheating. HEA guaranteed.
Women Beware Women Thomas Middleton 2014-07-03 One of the great Renaissance playwrights, Middleton wrote tragedies essentially different from either Marlowe's or Shakespeare's, being wittier than the former and more grittily ironic than the latter. The genre of 'citizen
tragedy' came into its own in the eighteenth century, but Middleton can claim to have created it: Bianca, wife of a middling commercial agent, arouses the lust of the Duke of Florence and becomes his mistress, first secretly, then openly and finally, after her husband has been
seduced by the scheming Lady Livia and stabbed by Livia's brother, the Duke's wife. Livia plots her revenge, and the play ends with a banquet and a masque that are a triumph of black farce. Middleton's powerful, psychologically complex female characters and his clear-sighted
analysis of misogyny are bound to impress today's audiences, but it is the pervasive irony - cynicism, even - with which he dissects the motivations of both oppressor and victim that makes him so eerily modern.
Isabella a Girl of Muslim Spain Yahiya Emerick 1996-06-15 A classic tale about a young girl who finds Islam, and danger, amidst the harrowing religious conflicts of medieval Muslim Spain. Experience firsthand what life was like in the splendid Muslim city of Cordoba. See through
the eyes of Isabella as she struggles with her father's beliefs and finds that life is not always as easy as people think. Embark on a journey into history, into the heart, as you follow her path from darkness into light. Illustrated. Ages 10-16
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